Education Material Packet for
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company’s
Student Preview PARALLAX Fall 2017

Par·al·lax /ˈperəˌlaks/ The effect whereby the position or direction of an object appears
to differ when viewed from different positions. This performance will include a world
premiere by choreographer Raja Feather Kelly titled Pantheon. This
musical-choreographic collaboration transposes the paganism and sacrifice of the
Stravinsky/Nijinsky Rite of Spring to the twenty-first-century world of global pop
culture, and the inherent sacrifices it demands of its audience. The new score is
composed by Sam Crawford. This piece was made possible by a grant from the
Princess Grace Foundation-USA.
The performance’s lineup also includes the re-construction and Salt Lake City premiere
of a captivating work by choreographer Kate Weare titled Unstruck. Weare writes “this
trio explores through movement and sound a process of live formation. Unstruck taps
into nascency and formation at a primitive level: the carving of the body itself, an
organization and dissolution of space, and a magnetic energy between dancers.” The
dance features an original score by composer Curtis Robert Macdonald.
Company Artistic Director Daniel Charon will premiere his latest work, Exilic Dances.
This dance (set to the invigorating rhythms of klezmer music) is a musical theater styled
exploration of the irony and perils associated with immigration. It honors community,
identity, and the idea of embracing the stranger.

Please find inside this information packet; artist biography, contextual
information, and movement lesson ideas inspired by the three works
presented in this performance.
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Unstruck (2015)
by Kate Weare

Re-staged by: Nicole Vaughn Diaz and Julian DeLeon
Music: Curtis Robert Macdonald
Lighting Design: Mike Faba
Costume Design: Brooke Cohen
Costume re-construction: Melissa Caldwell Clark

Kate Weare (KWCo Choreographer and Artistic Director) is recognized as a
preeminent American choreographer whose dances are lucid, layered and visually
sophisticated. Raised by a painter and a printmaker in Oakland, California Weare
draws on visual art sources, language, poetry, contemporary music, psychology and
nature in her work. Called by Dance Magazine, “the voice of the it’s complicated
generation,” Weare recently celebrated her Company’s 10th anniversary season at
Brooklyn Academy of Music. Recent awards include: The Guggenheim Foundation
Fellowship Award in 2014; Inaugural BAM Fisher Artist-in-Residency and Commission
Award in 2013; White Bird’s Barney Creative Prize in 2015; Inaugural Evelyn Sharp
Summer Artist-in-Residency at CalArts in 2014; Joyce Theater Creative Residency
Awards in both 2014 and 2011; Princess Grace Fellowship in 2009. Weare’s 2013
debut in Next Wave Festival led to her Company’s 2015 season at BAM Fisher as part
of the BAM/DeVos Professional Development Program. Weare’s most recent KWCo
work, Marksman, was co-commissioned by American Dance Festival and The Joyce
Theater.
Companies worldwide have commissioned Weare to set work on their dancers,
recently Scottish Dance Theater, The Limon Dance Company and The Juilliard School
in New York, Cleveland’s Groundworks Dance Theater and ODC Dance/SF (where
Weare is Resident Artist) in a co-commission with White Bird’s Barney Creative Prize.
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Weare and her company members always enjoy working with students; most recently
Weare acted as Guest Faculty at Princeton University, and taught in residence with her
company at NYU’s Summer Residency Program, The Juilliard School, Gibney Dance
Center, Virginia Commonwealth University, Keene State University, Marymount
Manhattan, ODC’s Summer Program, among others.
Fascinated by collaboration, Weare has commissioned original scores from and
performed live with an eclectic array of artists including: composer Michel Galante of
Argento Chamber Ensemble; experimental violinist David Ryther; old time band The
Crooked Jades (Jeff Kazor & Lisa Berman); opera composer Barbara White of
Princeton University; indie band One Ring Zero (Michael Hearst & Joshua Camp);
electro-acoustic cellist/composer Christopher Lancaster; and jazz saxophonist and
composer Curtis Robert Macdonald. Weare has collaborated with visual artists Kurt
Perschke and Clifford Ross for set design in her dances: Lean-to (2009) Garden (2011)
Dark Lark (2013) and Marksman (2016).

Unstruck is a trio exploring the fearsome process of live formation through an
intertwining of movement and sound. The work taps into nascency and formation at
the primitive level: the carving of the body itself, an organization and dissolution of
space, a magnetic energy between dancers. Unstruck is attuned to the electrical
connection between bodies, zeroing further in on signals of presence, power,
attraction, hierarchy and vulnerability. Likewise the composer Macdonald places fierce,
fragile bodily experience at the fore of his compositional research; one feels the
experience of the saxophone through lungs, breath, tongue, teeth, fingers, all audible
in the intensity and range of sound produced.
Lesson idea inspired by Unstruck
One of the characteristics of Kate’s choreography is the intense relationship between
dancers. In Unstruck, as described by the choreographer herself, you will see the
dancers connecting with each other as if they are magnetic. Even when they are not
physically attached, they don’t lose the connection; in their eyes, psyche, or direction
of the energy. This powerful relationship also helps the dancers perform complex or
delicate partnering sequences.
● Have your student find a partner to form a duet relationship.
● Each pair creates three weight sharing relationships or shapes. They can be:
1) counterbalancing shape where dancers share weight, leaning into each other
2) pulling shape or relationship where dancers are stretching away from each
other, while maintaining the physical connection
3) a lift where one dancer is lifting the other dancer, or supporting the weight
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transfer of the partner off the ground somehow
● Create transitions from one relationship to another. What kind of transition
makes sense? Smooth and slow, or quick and abrupt? Does one thing melt into
the next, or things fall into place one piece at a time?
● Can you perform the whole dance while maintaining connection with your
partner the entire time? What does that mean? Find more than one way to
connect with your partner.
Other questions you might ask your students during the creative process:
“Is there any way to keep the physical connection other than holding hands or arms?”
“How much force do you use to make the counterbalance or connection work? Is it
always the same amount?”
“What are the ways to maintain connection other than physically attaching?” (the
answers might include connecting with your focus, intention, using the same spatial
direction, etc).
“Can you find a way to change the level while you maintain your connection with your
partner?

Pantheon (2017) World Premiere
by Raja Feather Kelly

Original Musical Composition: Sam Crawford
Costume Design: Laura Kiechle
Lighting Design: Cliff Wallgren
Raja Feather Kelly was born in Fort Hood, TX,
and is the first and only choreographer to
dedicate the entirety of his company's work to
Andy Warhol. He is the creator of Andy Warhol's
DRELLA (I Love You Faye Driscoll), Andy
Warhol's 15: Color Me, Warhol, and Andy
Warhol's TROPICO, all of which have been
performed to critical acclaim. For over a decade,
Kelly has worked throughout the United States
and abroad (Austria, Germany, Australia, United
Kingdom, and France) in search of the
connections between popular culture and
humanity and their integration into experiential
dance-theater. Kelly currently choreographs,
writes, and directs his own work as artistic
director of the feath3r theory, a culture-driven
dance-theater company. Off-Broadway credits
include The Sandbox, Drowning, and
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Funnyhouse of a Negro (Signature) Directed by Lila Neugebauer and The Death of
the Last Black Man in the Whole Entire World (Signature) by Suzan Lori-Parks
directed by Lilieana Blain-Cruz. He the recipient of the 2016 Solange MacArthur Award
for New Choreography and a 2016 NYFA Fellowship for Choreography. He has been
the Guest Choreographer in Residence at Princeton University, University of Maryland
College Park, University of Florida, Harkness Choreographer in Residence at Hunter
College; and a Dance Web Scholar (Vienna). Kelly can be seen in the work of Reggie
Wilson/Fist and Heel Performance Group, and Keely Garfield. He has also performed
as a company member with David Dorfman Dance, Zoe | Juniper, PearsonWidrig
DanceTheater, Colleen Thomas and Dancers, Christopher Williams and Kyle
Abraham/Abraham.In.Motion.
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Lesson idea inspired by Pantheon
In the creative process for P
 antheon, Raja was interested in exploring the different
versions of Stravinsky’s R
 ite of Spring. One such imagined version was “what if Andy
Warhol created his version of the R
 ite of Spring, after seeing Pina Bausch’s R
 ite of
Spring in Germany?” He also wanted to explore, “then what would be my(our) own
version”? Within this framework, he uses conceptual tools such as the “sacrifice” and
“rituals,” themes in R
 ite of Spring.
For discussion in class:
● Who is Stravinsky? Who is Pina Bausch?
● What is Rite of Spring and why is it so famous?
● Can you create a list of choreographers who have choreographed their
own versions of R
 ite of Spring?
For movement exploration:
● Put your students in groups (5 to 6 dancers in each group).
● Have each group come up with their “ritual” movement phrase, that
repeats itself over and over again. You can have a discussion of what
constitutes a ritual. Challenge them to create a ritual that constantly
moves from one place to another spatially, while they continue to repeat it.
● Gather the whole class and teach everybody a 10 count phrase that you
have choreographed as a teacher/choreographer.
● Now each student creates his/her own 10 counts to add/mix with your 10
count phrase. This becomes the dancer’s “sacrifice” phrase.
● They go back to the groups. Have each group improvise where each
dancer has a “break out” moment- where they drop out of the ritual to
perform their “sacrifice” phrase - while everybody continues on the
repetition of the group ritual. Each dancer decides when s/he breaks away
from the group. What triggers this “break out”? How does it feel to go in
and out of the ritual? Do the “sacrifice” phrases overlap with each other, or
do you let each one finish before the next one starts?
● Each group performs their version and share with the class. What kind of
choices were made? What worked for you as an audience and why? Was
there any meaningful moment and why?
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Exilic Dances (2017) World Premiere

by Daniel Charon in collaboration with the dancers
Music: Klezmer Juice and Golem
Costume Design: Laura Kiechle
Lighting Design: Cliff Wallgren
Fight Choreography: Jeffrey Nauman

Daniel Charon has been active as a choreographer, teacher, and performer for over
twenty-five years. While based in New York City, he maintained a project-based
company and primarily danced with Doug Varone and Dancers (1999 – 2010) and the
Limón Dance Company (1996 – 1999). Additionally, he performed with Doug Elkins and
Friends, Metropolitan Opera, Aquila Theater Company, Mary Anthony Dance Theater,
Opera Colorado, Minnesota Opera, Music Theater of Wichita, Mordine and Company
(Chicago), Dance Kaleidoscope (Indianapolis), and the Red River Dance and
Performing Company (Fargo, ND). He is a BFA graduate of the North Carolina School
of the Arts and a 2013 MFA graduate of the California Institute of the Arts in
Choreography and Integrated Media. Daniel has served as the Artistic Director of the
Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company since 2013.
As Artistic Director of the Ririe-Woodbury Dance Company Daniel has created multiple
original works for the stage, installation pieces at the Utah Museum of Contemporary
Art entitled Kinetic Spaces, (2013), Invisible Gaze (2015), and Interstice (2016) and
was the video designer for Tandy Beal’s Flabbergast and Joanna Kotze’s Star Mark.
He received City Weekly’s Best of Utah award for best choreography in 2016. Before
relocating to Salt Lake City, Daniel’s work was produced by the 92nd Street Y
Harkness Dance Festival, the Inside/Out Series at Jacob’s Pillow, and the Dance
Complex (Cambridge, MA), among others. He has presented multiple full evening
concerts in New York City and has been commissioned to choreograph new works for
many companies, universities, and festivals around the country. He received a
choreographic fellowship from the Summer Stages Dance Festival and has been the
artist in residence at the Silo at Kirkland Farm. Daniel is a recipient of Dance Theater
Workshop’s Outer/Space Creative Residency and of Topaz Arts Solo Flight Creative
Residency. In Salt Lake City Daniel has shown his own work at Mudson and 12
Minutes Max and choreographed The Pearl Fishers (2015) and Aida (2016) at the
Utah Opera.
From 1996 - 2011, Daniel taught regularly in New York at respected studios such as
the Limón Institute, the 92nd Street Y, Dancespace, and the Peridance Center. He
regularly teaches master classes and workshops around the country and has taught at
the Metropolitan Opera, Bates Dance Festival, North Carolina School of the Arts
Summer Comprehensive, Varone Summer Dance Workshop, and Limón Summer
Workshop. Daniel has been a guest artist at numerous universities and was an adjunct
faculty member at Hunter College (NYC) and the California Institute of the Arts. He has
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staged the works of José Limón, Jirí Kylián, and Doug Varone at various schools and
companies all over the world.
Lesson idea inspired by Exilic Dances
When Daniel was in the creative process of Exilic Dances, he revisited his background
in dance training, including a lot of experience in musical theater. So he tapped into
that personal history and started choreographing a dance that has “a little bit of
Chorus Line meets Chicago, and contemporary dance meets South Park.”
For discussion in class:
● Discuss with your students what kind of dance or movement trainings or
experiences they have had. Classical? Gymnastic? Hip Hop? Ethnic
dance? Any other genre or form? In what ways does that training
influence you as a dance artist?
● What are the differences between these different dance forms? What are
the similarities?
● What makes contemporary dance “contemporary”? What is modern
dance? Are they the same or different? This is a topic that is discussed
with enthusiasm in the field of dance today.
● Take a look at the fine art world. They have drawn a clear distinction
between Modern Art and Contemporary Art. What do visual artists think
the difference is?
For movement exloration “dance mash-up”:
● Keep the discussion of what makes contemporary dance a unique art
form, both physically and conceptually (some possible ideas: use of body
weight, floor work, contraction and release, rise and fall, use of breath,
complex partner work, dealing with today’s event as the theme for dance,
etc etc.)
● Create 16 counts of movement phrase with contemporary dance
vocabulary - inspired by your discussion.
● Find another dance form to play with - perhaps musical theater,
Fosse-esque choreography. Hip hop might be fun too. Now create 16
counts of movement in this style.
● What comes out when you mash these two forms together? Students can
cut and paste the two 16 count phrases any way they would like.
● Share with class. What were the results? Was it interesting or boring?
Serious or funny? As dancers, how did it feel to perform the “mash-up” or
fusion of two dance forms? How did it feel to watch this dance? Did it
feel wrong, or right, strange, or surprising, natural or awkward? Did some
parts feel better than the other?
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